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Hidden
Depths

SometimeS, you need 
to get beneath the 
Surface to really 

diScover home

Text and Photographs by britt baSel

Scientists are fascinated by the 
existence of rich ecosystems of 
crustacean life deep inside blue holes 
where no plant life exists.  
Facing page: Attila and Adam discover 
a cavern hidden from sight by the 
reflection of the rock above. Inside 
was a labyrinth of stalactites and 
stalagmites that stretched into the 
darkness beyond. w
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the rough dirt road was 
barely wide enough for the 
truck to squeeze through. 
Branches of poisonwood 
slapped against the sides 
of the vehicle, leaving an 
oily residue that we had to 
be careful not to touch, lest 
we risk the bubbling rash 
that we’d seen on too many 
embarrassed tourists. We 
were on Great abaco island 
in the Bahamas, armed 
with a hand-drawn map 
and on a mission to find a 
place called Dan’s cave. By 
coming to these islands, i 
had come back home. But 
this time i had set out to 
discover a different side  
of abaco.

the abaco islands are a 
mix of British colonialism 
and caribbean flair. i 
spent most of my teenage 
years living on an eight-metre sailboat in hope town harbour 
among a motley crew of colourful characters. i was towed 
behind speedboats, clutching on to a line as i scoured the ocean 
floor looking for conch (a local delicacy), while we joked that 
the boat captain was using us to troll for sharks. i tried—and 
failed—to climb palms for the coconuts that i loved so much. i 
learned how to scuba dive, eventually becoming an instructor 
for a colourful stint in my twenties. i sailed traditional abaco 
dinghies at sunset beneath the shadow of the red-and-white 
striped lighthouse. 

now i can only return to abaco for a few weeks each year.  
i help my father fix our sailboat and get it into the water, spend 
some time with him, and slip back into the easy rhythms of 
island life. even if my visits are brief, every time the ferry drops 
us off at the boatyard and i clamber on to the deck of Burgoo,  
i know that i am home.

Fred, also known as the cave Man, was one of the characters 
i met during my teenage adventures. every day i would 
see him head out, alone and weighted down with a snarl of 

technical gear. he was 
determined to map a 
recently discovered maze  
of underwater caves 
beneath Great abaco. he 
painted a vibrant picture of 
a watery underworld and 
narrow passages that led 
onward for kilometres. he 
told us about the thrilling 
risks of laying line as he 
explored this unchartered 
wonderland. For the most 
part, i dismissed them as 
tall tales edged with truth. 
then, years later, walking 
by an airport newsstand, 
i stopped short. there, 
on the cover of National 
Geographic magazine, were 

the Blue holes of abaco.  
i had always thought that 
i knew these islands as 
well as anyone knows the 
place they call home. But 

Fred had been right. abaco had a stunningly beautiful and 
hidden side that i had barely known existed. now i wanted  
to see it for myself. 

this year, i had to make it happen. i called adam, a long-
time friend who we refer to as captain adventure. “i want to 
check out Dan’s cave and the Blue holes of abaco. You in?” of 
course he was.

a month and two sweaty travel days later, the ferry delivered 
my father and me to the boatyard where Burgoo was “on the 
dry” and waiting for us. the next two days were lost in a flurry 
of cleaning, varnishing, and maintenance. our boat is now 52 
years old. She’s a classic—the first fibreglass hull to win a major 
race. Famous and frisky in her youth, she shows her age a little 
now. in 48 hours, we had managed to put Burgoo in the water, 
sail through Whale cay passage, and arrive in hope town.

adam was working all week, so i had to be patient. a sign 
as you enter the harbour reads, “Slow down, you’re in hope 
town.” it’s directed at powerboats that tend to blaze through 
the anchorage at high speed, but it was good advice for me too. 

the bahamas

“Could that be the turn-off?”  
I pointed to a barely visible trail that 

led off through the Abaco Pine.  
“I don’t think so,” Adam replied.  

“We haven’t seen the rock pile yet.”

Under the shadow of the Elbow Reef Lighthouse, the Hope Town 
Settlement sits between the Sea of Abaco and the deep waters of the 

Atlantic Ocean. Over two centuries, the town has had a colorful history as a 
centre for wrecking, fishing, and agriculture.

In 1964, Britt and her father 
George's boat Burgoo took first 
place in the Newport-Bermuda 
Yacht Race. It was the first time 
a fiberglass sailboat had won a 
major competition.
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Abaco had a stunningly beautiful and hidden 
side that I had barely known existed. Now I 

wanted to see it for myself

In 1952, Randolph Johnston 
and his family left the United 

States in search of a better way 
to live. They settled in a remote 
hurricane hole on Great Abaco 

called Little Harbour. Sailors 
now flock to this beautiful and 

solitary bay.
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the bahamas

it was time to leave the mainland behind and get back to the 
easy living that abaco had taught me. no matter how excited i 
was to get to the Blue holes, nothing was going to make Friday 
come sooner. Why not enjoy myself?

While i waited for adam, my father and i fell into our 
favourite routine. after a rich cup of coffee and my run on 
the beach, we would head out to the reef to go spear-fishing 
and catch a spiny lobster or fish for dinner. if the wind was 
up, we might opt for a day of sailing, my father humming the 
theme song to Gilligan’s Island while we trolled with a fishing 
line. My father thinks 
of it as a sneak attack, 
trolling for fish while 
under sail instead of using 
a powerboat. During one 
trip, just as i was thinking 
that i hadn’t seen this technique 
work in years, the line started 
screeching. “Get into the wind! We 
got a bite!” he yelled, as he called me 
to the helm and jumped like a thrilled 
ten-year-old. the sound of flapping sails 
ratcheted up the excitement as he fought the 
monstrous mutton snapper and eventually hauled 
all 80 centimetres of it into the cockpit. it was enough 
to feed us for days.

Friday finally arrived. With my hair thick and salty from 
ocean water and my skin turning a darker shade of brown, it 
was time to get back to the adventure i was here for.

through a little sleuthing, adam and i found out that 
Brian Kakuk and nancy albury had become the local experts 
on abaco’s Blue holes. Brian is a cave diver, proud to have 
found a way to make a living doing what he loves. nancy 
is a palaeontologist responsible for the landmark find of a 
fossilised cuban crocodile in one of the Blue holes. after we 
put together a small team, our next stop was their lab in Marsh 
harbour. there, surrounded by stunning photos of their 

explorations, i plied them with questions. 
the low-lying islands and cays of abaco sit in 

shallow turquoise water on the little Bahama Bank. 
over millions of years, countless little creatures 
built a reef, eventually creating this platform that 
juts up from between the deep waters of the 
Gulf Stream and the atlantic ocean, just off 
the Florida coast. rainwater seeped into the 
cracks of this karst stone over millennia, slowly 
melting away a system of caverns. the result? 
islands riddled with blue holes where the 
surface has fallen in to expose caves below. 
Years of rain have filled these caves with 

fresh water that rests on the saltwater from 
the surrounding sea. historically, animals and 

humans alike have depended on these precious watering 
holes. pottery shards and fossils make the Blue holes an 
invaluable window into the past.

in modern times, the Blue holes are remote and usually 
covered by dense brush that Bahamians call bush. it’s 
usually hunters after wild boar that stumble into them. 
Maybe literally. in the 1990s, a pilot flying over Dan’s cave 
spied a break in the bush. intrigued by the possibility of 
an undiscovered blue hole, he called Dan, a local diver, to 
investigate. Many explorations later, almost 13 kilometres 
of Dan’s cave have been mapped. Brian’s eyes were 
shining as he explained that it will take generations to 
map the rest of it.

the Blue holes are a delicate and dangerous national 
treasure. exploring them requires much more than a 
simple scuba dive with a tank of compressed air. You  
need multiple backup torches, a line to guide you in and 
out, and several tanks filled with specialised mixtures  
of gases to allow you to stay underwater for hours at a 
time. With so many technical details, and sometimes 
kilometres between you and the surface, inexperienced 
divers can easily get themselves in trouble. More than one 
overly ambitious and underprepared diver has died in 
these tunnels. 

the divers pose a few dangers themselves. these Blue holes 
may hold clues to lingering mysteries about ice ages and the 

indigenous people that lived here long ago. a careless kick  
with a fin could forever destroy an irreplaceable remnant of 
history. inspired by our newfound respect for the importance 
of these caves, we asked nancy to draw us a map and piled  
into the truck.

Soon we were surrounded by Bahamian bush and pine so 
dense it wasn’t readily apparent where the sun was. every 
direction looked identical. it makes it easy to understand how 
these holes have remained hidden jewels. even with our map, 
we made a wrong turn. unsure, adam pulled out his phone to 
get a bird’s-eye view from Google earth. he hoped to see that 
same break in the brush that the pilot had spotted back in the 
1990s. Finally, we found the rocks piled into a cairn, the road 
we had been searching for, and a few minutes later, a path 
leading off into the brush.

and then it appeared beneath an outcropping of rock in 
the vast no man’s land of pine and poisonwood. Brilliant 
blue water sparkled in a small pond surrounded by ferns. 
You never would have known that it led into the belly 
of the island. it was like unexpectedly happening upon 
a sacred site. We stopped short, eyes wide, completely 
silent. then, as if coming out of a trance, we were 
transformed into little kids, running back to the truck for 
our masks and fins.

We aren’t technical cave divers, so the inner caverns will 
have to remain a mystery. But keeping the light of the sun 

Brightly painted homes made from sturdy Abaco pine characterise the sleepy settlements of Great Abaco and the Out Islands (top); The first 
days back in Abaco are always a flurry of activity in the boatyard as “Burgoo” (bottom) is prepared to set sail. It will take a full day to sail from the 
boatyard on Green Turtle Cay, navigate the waves and wind of Whale Cay Passage, and finally cross the Sea of Abaco to arrive in Hope Town.

On Town Beach behind Hope Town, Attila looks for coconuts to harvest (left). Brilliant white sand to lounge on, brightly colored coral heads for 
snorkeling, and a mellow surf break make this perfect place to while away an afternoon in the sun; Seafood, especially conch, is staple in the 
Bahamian diet, as is the delicious local baked stuffed crab made with land crabs (right).
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Getting there
the closest airport is the 
Marsh harbour airport 
on great abaco island. 
it is well connected, but 
there are no direct flights 
from india. a minimum of 
two stops are required,  
and the layover destin-
ation depends on the 
carrier. Flight time is 
about 24 hours. hope 
town is a 20-min ferry 
ride from great abaco. 

Visa
indians travelling to the  
Bahamas require a visa  
that is processed by the  
British high commission 
in new delhi. travellers 
need to submit an 
online application form 
(visa4uk.fco.gov.uk) along with a 
copy of confirmed tickets, hotel 
details, and other documents. 

the visa takes 3 to 4 weeks 
to process. For details, call 
0008-001008785; callers are 
charged £1.4/`144 per minute. 

it is advisable to apply for a visa 
through a travel agent. a six-
month, multiple-entry visa costs 
`10,000/$170.  

the bahamas
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the Bahamas is 
bright and sunny 

through the year, but 
without the stifling 

heat associated 
with such weather. 
it experiences two 

major seasons, a long, 
warm winter (Sept-
May) and a warmer 
summer (june-aug) 
that is accompanied 

by frequent rain 
and the occasional 
hurricane. During 
winter, the average 
day temperature is 

usually between 21°c 
and 24°c. at night, 

the temperature 
tends to drop by 

another 5°c. Summer 
months get a little 

warmer, but the day 
temperature rarely 

cross 30°c. 

when 
to Go

orientation
the Bahamas consists of over 700 islands located in the atlantic ocean between the u.s.a. and 
cuba. the country’s capital, nassau, on the southern island of new providence, is 298 km/1 hour 
by air from Miami, Florida. dan’s cave is located on the elbow cay island, in the northeastern 
region of the Bahamas. the gateway to the cave is hope town, a harbour on the northern edge of 
elbow cay. it is 167 kilometres/35 minutes by air from the capital.

The Guide

When the British 
government built the 
Elbow Reef Lighthouse 
in 1863, the people of 
Hope Town repeatedly 
tried to sabotage its 
construction. They 
knew it would bring an 
end to the wrecking 
industry that had 
been important to the 
economic survival of the 
Abaco Out Islands. Their 
efforts failed and now, 
all these years later, the 
lighthouse is the pride 
of Hope Town.

As part of the team, Captain Sarah Gilmer explores the outer pool of Dan's Cave.

in sight, we were determined to explore what we could of 
that sparkling pool cut into the rock.

navigating vines, trees, and bushes we made our way 
into the water. the coolness came as a shock after the 
heat of the tropical sun. We carefully picked our way 
through the shallow water at the entrance. Suddenly, the 
bottom vanished. rock walls covered in years of leaves and 
silt plunged into the darkness below. With a deep breath, i 
dived down. unlike ocean water that keeps you buoyed to the 
surface, the frigid fresh water let me descend effortlessly. the 
funnel of the first chamber eerily disappeared into shadows. 
With another kick, i continued downward, hungry to see just 
a little more. Finally the burning of my lungs overcame my 
curiosity, demanding i return to the sunlight. 

Brian had described the wonder of what lay beyond that 
darkness—a cavern, like an ice castle, filled with crystalline 
rock formations. My mind sparkled with visions of what it 
would be like to tech-dive this cavern: weightless, the air in my 
lungs lifting me over stalagmites as the light from my torch 
dances along crystal columns.

Back at the truck, we peeled off our wetsuits and climbed 
in for the hot and sticky journey back through the Bahamian 
bush. With our excited discussion about what we had just seen, 

the drive flew by. Soon we were at a beachside pub overlooking 
a small harbour. With my toes buried in the sand and relishing 
in the ocean breeze, i was sipping on a celebratory drink of 
rum mixed with coconut water. the conversation from the 
truck had continued. now we were dreaming up plans to 
become certified as technical divers and kayak through shallow 
back bays to explore sink holes. attila chimed in, “Britt, your 
eyes are shining.”

 the gentle smile stayed on my face, but i got quiet for 
moment. as i gazed out at the sailboats in the harbour, i 
thought about how the story is always bigger than it first 
appears. Fred was simply one player among many who had 
discovered and explored Dan’s cave. and abaco was a lot more 
than what i had seen from the surface.

no matter how well we know a place, or how well we know 
ourselves, there is always some hidden beauty waiting to be 
discovered. Sometimes it takes diving just a little farther in. i 
turned my head back to attila and finally responded, “let’s just 
say, it’s good to be home.”

Britt Basel is a scientist, teacher, and photojournalist, working 
around the world to help communities adapt to climate change 
and protect their natural resources.


